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Improved Wavelet-Based Watermarking Through
Pixel-Wise Masking

Mauro Barni, Member, IEEE, Franco Bartolini, Member, IEEE, and Alessandro Piva

Abstract—A watermarking algorithm operating in the wavelet
domain is presented. Performance improvement with respect to ex-
isting algorithms is obtained by means of a new approach to mask
the watermark according to the characteristics of the human vi-
sual system (HVS). In contrast to conventional methods operating
in the wavelet domain, masking is accomplished pixel by pixel by
taking into account the texture and the luminance content of all
the image subbands. The watermark consists of a pseudorandom
sequence which is adaptively added to the largest detail bands. As
usual, the watermark is detected by computing the correlation be-
tween the watermarked coefficients and the watermarking code,
anyway the detection threshold is chosen in such a way that the
knowledge of the watermark energy used in the embedding phase
is not needed, thus permitting to adapt it to the image at hand.
Experimental results and comparisons with other techniques op-
erating in the wavelet domain prove the effectiveness of the new
algorithm.

Index Terms—Image watermarking, perceptual noise masking,
wavelets.

I. INTRODUCTION

I MAGE watermarking [1], [2] is finding more and more sup-
port as a possible solution for the protection of intellectual

property rights. To this aim, many techniques have been pro-
posed in the literature over the last few years, and many com-
mercial products are already available. It is possible to state that
the most important features a watermarking technique to be used
for IPR protection should exhibit are unobtrusiveness and ro-
bustness: in practice, it is required that a signal is accurately
hidden into image data in such a way to result very difficult to
be perceived but also very difficult to be removed. Another im-
portant characteristic is blindness [3], i.e., the watermark de-
coder must not require the original nonwatermarked image for
extracting the embedded code.

A research field whose results could undoubtedly help in the
design of a watermarking algorithm is image compression. The
goal of image compression can be described as one of removing
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from images all the data which are perceptually unrelevant; sim-
ilarly the problem of image watermarking is one of adding, to
images, data which are perceptually unimportant. To the aim of
effectively selecting the image information that can be removed
without degrading subjective image quality, theoretical models
of the human visual system (HVS) have been deeply studied [4].
Similarly, it is today widely accepted that robust image water-
marking techniques should largely exploit the characteristics of
the HVS, for more effectively hiding a robust watermark [1],
[5], [6].

A widely used technique exhibiting a strong similarity to the
way the HVS processes images is the Discrete Wavelet Trans-
form (DWT). As a matter of fact, the next-generation image
coding standard JPEG2000 [7], [8] will strongly rely on DWT
for obtaining good quality images at low coding rates.

A. Watermarking in the Wavelet Domain

Given its suitability to model the HVS behavior, the DWT
has gained interest among watermarking researchers, as it is wit-
nessed by the number of algorithms following this approach that
have been proposed over the last few years. In this section some
of these algorithms are briefly reviewed, by particularly high-
lighting the approaches they embraced for considering HVS fac-
tors.

Some methods directly take inspiration from the most pop-
ular wavelet based compression algorithms. In [9] and [10], for
example, the most significant DWT coefficients are selected
and modified to carry the watermark. In the first case, some
side information (i.e., the location of the modified coefficients)
is required to recover the watermark. In the second, an algo-
rithm is proposed for identifyinga posteriorithe modified co-
efficients. To take into account visual effects, in [9] very large
coefficients are left unchanged, while in [10] the watermarking
signal is weighted according to a band-dependent value. Xia
et al. [11] add a pseudorandom sequence to the largest coef-
ficients of the detail bands: perceptual considerations are taken
into account by setting the amount of modification proportional
to the strength of the coefficient itself. Watermark detection is
achieved through comparison with the original un-watermarked
image.

Other algorithms hide into images binary logos which are also
hierarchically decomposed. Kunduret al.[12], for example, first
decompose a binary logo through DWT, then repeatedly add it
to the subbands of the DWT decomposition of the host image;
before being added, the watermark is scaled by asaliencefactor,
computed on a block by block basis, related to the local image
noise sensibility: visual masking is thus exploited up to a block
resolution.

1057–7149/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE
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In [13], the binary logo and the image are hierarchically de-
composed (the image through DWT), each detail subband of the
logo is then embedded into the corresponding detail subband of
the image (more bits of the binary logo are embedded into more
active image locations), the original image is required for water-
mark extraction. Image activity is estimated blockwise through
variance computation.

In [14], a binary code is embedded by suitably quantizing
some of the coefficients of the detail bands: for watermark re-
covery the embedded binary code is estimated by analyzing
coefficients quantization, once the code has been estimated it
is correlated with the watermark and the result compared to a
threshold chosen on the basis of a given false positive proba-
bility. No particular attention is given to visual masking.

The classical technique proposed in [1] is extended in a
straightforward way to the wavelet domain in [15]: each DWT
coefficient of highpass bands is modified proportionally to
its magnitude. Nicchiottiet al. [16] choose to embed the
watermark into the low pass band, by imposing a given differ-
ence among the mean values of two equally sized, randomly
selected, subsets of the low pass image; the original image
is not required for watermark detection. No particular care is
taken with reference to perceptual masking.

In [17], code bits are hidden within the less significant bits of
DWT subband coefficients, the bits to be modified are chosen
according to the results of a perceptual analysis step performed
on a block by block basis by estimating the local variance; wa-
termark extraction is blind.

An excellent tutorial on the possible approaches to exploit
HVS characteristics for watermarking images and videos is
presented in [6], where it is proposed to uniformly weigh the
strength of the watermark on each DWT band according to a
band-dependent factor.

It is also worth mentioning the work of Swansonet al. [18],
where the DWT transform is applied to a video sequence by
decomposing it, along the temporal axis, into stationary and
moving components.

B. Novel Algorithm

In this paper, a novel blind watermarking algorithm, which
embeds the watermark in the DWT domain by exploiting the
characteristics of the HVS, is presented. The main novelty of the
algorithm resides in the way the HVS properties are exploited
to improve watermark robustness and invisibility. The water-
mark is an additive one, however watermark strength is mod-
ulated according to the local image characteristics. Watermark
strength modulation is accomplished through a mask giving a
pixel by pixel measure of the sensibility of the human eye to
local image perturbations. In contrast to DWT watermarking al-
gorithms proposed so far, which either operate on a subband or
a block base, the watermark strength is adjusted pixelwise. In
addition, a sophisticated mechanism derived from DWT coding
studies is introduced to take into account several HVS phe-
nomena, such as grey-level sensibility, isofrequency and non-
isofrequency masking, noise sensibility around edges.

The watermark consists of a binary pseudorandom se-
quence that is added to the DWT coefficients of the three largest
detail subbands of the image. As said above, to effectively hide

the watermark, each binary value is multiplied, before being
added, by a weighing parameter. Stated in another way, a mask
is built which, pixel by pixel, gives the maximum amount of
modifications that can be applied to the corresponding DWT
coefficient in the detail band without compromising watermark
invisibility. Mask construction relies on a work by Lewis and
Knowles [19], in which the authors propose a method to eval-
uate the optimum quantization step for each DWT coefficient
according to psychovisual considerations. Some modifications
to the method by Lewis and Knowles are proposed here, to make
it suitable to the computation of the maximum visibly tolerable
watermark energy that can be used for each DWT coefficient.

For watermark detection, the correlation between the wa-
termark to be tested for presence, and the marked coefficients
is computed. The value of the correlation is compared to a
threshold to decide whether the watermark is present or not.
An optimum threshold is theoretically set to minimize the
probability of missing the watermark subject to a given false
detection rate (Neyman–Pearson criterion). An important
consequence of the approach we used to set the threshold value
is that such a value depends only on the statistics of the water-
marked image, and can thus be computeda posteriori, without
any knowledge about the watermark energy. This permits to
adapt the watermark strength to the image at hand, thus making
it easier to respect the invisibility constraint without loosing
robustness.

Extensive experiments were conducted to prove the validity
of the new masking approach and to compare it with conven-
tional wavelet-based embedding strategies. Experiments aimed
at assessing the performance of the new system both from the
point of view of watermark invisibility and from the point of
view of robustness; in particular the system has demonstrated
to be resistant to JPEG and wavelet-based compression, median
filtering, Gaussian noise addition, multiple marking, cropping
plus zero padding, and morphing. The comparison of the new
algorithm with other state-of-the-art watermarking systems op-
erating in the wavelet domain confirms the validity of the ap-
proach proposed in this work.

II. PERCEPTUALWATERMARK EMBEDDING

Thanks to its excellent spatio-frequency localization proper-
ties, the DWT is very suitable to identify the image areas where
a disturb can be more easily hidden. In particular, this property
effectively allows to exploit the HVS iso- and near-frequency
masking effect: if a DWT coefficient is modified, only the re-
gion of the image where the particular frequency corresponding
to that coefficient is present will be modified, in contrast to
what happens, for example, by using full frame DFT/DCT wa-
termarking [20].

A. Watermark Embedding

The image to be watermarked is first decomposed through
DWT in four levels: let us call the subband at resolution level

and with orientation (see Fig. 1).
The watermark, consisting of a pseudorandom binary se-
quence, is inserted by modifying the wavelet coefficients be-
longing to the three detail bands at level 0, i.e., and .
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the decomposition of an image in four resolution levels
through the DWT.

The choice of embedding the watermark only into the three
largest detail subbands was motivated by experimental tests, as
the one offering the best compromise between robustness and
invisibility. Indeed, inserting the watermark into these subbands
could give a lower robustness (e.g., compression or low-pass fil-
tering), but, given the low visibility of disturbs added to these
frequencies, a higher level of watermark strength is allowed,
thus compensating for such a bigger fragility.

In more detail, a pseudorandom binary sequence
is arranged in 2-D, in such a way to

scan the aforementioned subbands

(1)

where are the dimensions of the host image and
; subbands coefficients are then modified according to

the rule

(2)

where is a global parameter accounting for watermark
strength, and is a weighing function considering the
local sensitivity of the image to noise. It is this weighing
function that allows to exploit the masking characteristics of
the HVS.

B. Perceptual Weighing

In order to embed into the images the maximum, but still un-
perceptible, level of watermark, the weighing function
has to consider how the eye perceives disturbs. In their paper
[19], Lewis and Knowles tackle the problem of DWT coeffi-
cients quantization for compression purposes: they propose to
adapt the quantization step of each coefficient according to the
local noise sensitivity of the eye. Some modifications of the
model proposed in [19] are introduced here, in order to better fit
the behavior of the HVS to the watermarking problem. In partic-
ular, the following considerations have been taken into account.

• The eye is less sensitive to noise in high resolution bands,
and in those bands having orientation of 45(i.e.,
bands in our case; see Fig. 1).

• The eye is less sensitive to noise in those areas of the image
where brightness is high or low.

• The eye is less sensitive to noise in highly textured areas
but, among these, more sensitive near the edges.

Based on these considerations, we computed the quantization
step of each coefficient as the weighted product of three terms

(3)

where the meaning of each term in this equation is explained
below. Note that as described previously, we decided to embed
the watermark only at the first decomposition level. Despite this
decision, we will analyze the behavior of the weighing function

, even for . In a future research, in fact, it could be
interesting to further investigate how watermark characteristics
change when all the wavelet subbands are marked. Let us start
the analysis of by the first of the expression in (3). To
take into account how sensitivity to noise changes depending on
the band (in particular depending on the orientation and on the
level of detail), we let

if
otherwise

if
if
if
if

(4)

The second term takes into account the local brightness based
on the graylevel values of the low pass version of the image.
Since Lewis and Knowles assumed that the eye is less sensitive
in the regions with high brightness, they proposed to compute
this factor in the following way:

(5)

where

(6)

Based on the consideration that the human eye is less sensitive
to changes in very dark regions as well, we have modified this
factor as follows:

if
otherwise

(7)

Finally, the third term

(8)

gives a measure of texture activity in the neighborhood of the
pixel. In particular, this term is composed by the product of
two contributions: the first is the local mean square value of the
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DWT coefficients in all detail subbands, while the second is the
local variance of the low-pass subband. Both these contributions
are computed in a small neighborhood corresponding to
the location of the pixel. Since the first contribution can
represent the distance from the edges, whereas the second one
the texture, we decided to multiply the two terms, according to
our consideration that the eye is less sensitive in textured areas,
but more sensitive near edges (in [19], Lewis and Knowles pro-
pose to simply add the two contributions).

The fact that is chosen as the quantization step for a
DWT coefficient at location , implies that disturbs having
value lower than are assumed not to be perceivable.
Thus we choose to set the weighing function as

(9)

that is equal to the quantization step of the coefficient to which
the watermarking code has to be added. Given that the water-
mark code is binary, this approach allows to add to each DWT
coefficient the maximum unperceivable watermark level.

III. W ATERMARK DETECTION

Watermark detection is accomplished without referring to the
original image. The correlation between the marked DWT coef-
ficients and the watermarking sequence to be tested for presence
is computed

(10)

and compared to a threshold chosen in such a way to grant a
given probability of false positive detection.

To determine we adopt the Neyman-Pearson criterion: in-
stead of minimizing the overall error probability, we minimize
the probability of missing the watermark subject to a given false
detection rate. In this way a twofold aim is pursued: robust-
ness against attacks is augmented and detection is accomplished
without any knowledge about the watermark strength. Given
an image and a watermark , only three cases are possible.

Case A:image is not watermarked.
Case B:image is watermarked with a code other than

.
Case C:image is watermarked with the code.

To apply statistical decision theory, some assumptions must be
made on the random variables forming the observation variable
. We know that ’s are binary valued, zero mean, inde-

pendent random variables. Besides, they do not depend on DWT
coefficients. As to ’s, we make the realistic assumption
that they are zero mean, independent variables. By exploiting
the central limit theorem, we can also assume thatis normally
distributed. Under these hypotheses, it can be easily demon-
strated that the mean values ofin cases , and are

(11)

We say that the watermark is present if , whereas
if the decoder decides for the watermark absence. To
estimate the probability of false detection,

OR , we need to compute the variance
of the random variable in Case A and Case B. Once again, it
can be easily obtained that for Case A

(12)

whereas for Case B

(13)

from which it is readily seen that the latter is the worse case,
since the higher the variance the higher the error probability.
We can, then, say that

(14)

By imposing, for example, that , we find

(15)

To get more insight into the expression of, let us consider the
mean square value of watermarked coefficients, .
By recalling the embedding rule stated in (2), we can write

(16)

which, by noting that
, and that does not depend on

(and hence on ), yields

(17)

This is a very important result, because it implies that the
threshold can be computeda posteriori on the watermarked
image. Hence, watermark detection can be performed without
knowing the value of the watermark strength , which can
thus be accurately adapted to each image.

In practice the following unbiased estimate of is used

(18)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The algorithm has been extensively tested on various standard
images and attempting different kinds of attacks: in this section
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Original image “Lena” and (b) its watermarked copy.

some of the most significant results will be shown. For the ex-
periments presented in the following, the Daubechies-6 filtering
kernel has been used for computing the DWT.

First, watermark invisibility is evaluated: in Fig. 2(a), the
original “Lena” image is presented, while in Fig. 2(b), the water-
marked copy is shown: the images are evidently undistinguish-
able, thus proving the effectiveness of DWT watermarking and
the masking procedure. In particular, the effectiveness of the
weighing function can be appreciated from Fig. 3, where the
absolute difference between the original image and the water-
marked one, magnified by a factor 8, is shown: it is evident that
the watermark is mainly hidden into high activity regions and
around edges (see, for example, the high level of watermark at
the borders of the hat and the shoulders of the girl, and over the
feathers).

Fig. 3. Absolute difference between the original image and the watermarked
one, magnified by a factor 8.

TABLE I
MAXIMUM WATERMARK STRENGTH ACHIEVABLE BY THE THREE VISUAL

MASKING METHODSSUBJECT TO THEINVISIBILITY CONSTRAINT. THE VALUES

REPORTED IN THETABLE REFER TO THEAVERAGE� OVER THEWHOLE IMAGE

We compared the results obtained by our algorithm with those
achieved through the use of two standard masking techniques.
According to the first one [6], the watermark strengthis con-
stant over each subband. More specifically, as suggested in [6]
we chose according to the psychovisual analysis described
in [21]. The second technique is more sophisticated, in that it
adapts the watermark strength locally according to the image
characteristics. An approach similar to that proposed in [12]
is followed. Subbands are divided into nonoverlapping
blocks, then for each block the local subband variance is cal-
culated and used to insert a higher watermark energy in blocks
characterized by a higher activity (i.e., a higher variance), that
is we let

(19)

where is the block pixel belongs to, and is
the maximum value of block variance. Then we inserted a wa-
termark with the maximum admissible strength subject to invisi-
bility. Invisibility was judged by a human observer at a viewing
distance equal to six times the image size. The results we ob-
tained on various standard images are reported in Tables I and
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TABLE II
MINIMUM PSNR GRANTING WATERMARK INVISIBILITY UNDER

DIFFERENTMASKING STRATEGIES

Fig. 4. Experimentally evaluated false detection rate versus theP imposed to
choose the detection threshold. The theoretical trend (dashed line) is also shown.

II, where the average watermark strength is given along with the
PSNR of the watermarked image. As it can be seen, the masking
approach introduced in this work outperforms those generally
used by conventional wavelet-based watermarking algorithms,
in that it permits to hide a watermark with a higher energy, still
granting invisibility.

In order to demonstrate the validity of the approach we fol-
lowed for choosing the detection threshold, the false detection
rate was estimated by attempting to detect many different water-
marks in the same watermarked image (“Lena”). The threshold

was set in such a way to grant a given value of. The trial
was repeated for values of ranging from through
(in each case different watermark were tested). The
estimated failure rate is plotted in Fig. 4 versus the value of
used to set the corresponding thresholds. Experimental results
(solid line) are very close to theoretical ones (dashed line), thus
supporting the validity of the analysis developed in Section III.

The results presented in the following permit to appreciate
the robustness of the new watermarking algorithm with respect
to several common signal processing techniques. All the exper-
iments were carried out on the Lena image (see Fig. 2) which
was marked with .

As a first experiment, JPEG coding with decreasing quality
was applied to the watermarked image, and 1000 different wa-
termarks (among them the embedded one) were tested for pres-
ence. In Fig. 5, the response of the detector to the embedded
watermark is plotted against the compression ratio of the image,

Fig. 5. Plot of the response of the correlation based detector to the embedded
watermark (diamond markers), of the threshold (square markers) and of
the second highest detector response, corresponding to increasing JPEG
compression rates.P was set to10 and 1000 marks were tested.

Fig. 6. Plot of the response of the correlation based detector to the embedded
watermark (diamond markers), of the threshold (square markers) and of
the second highest detector response, corresponding to increasing SPIHT
compression rates.P was set to10 and 1000 marks were tested.

along with the detection threshold, and the second highest re-
sponse of the detector (i.e., the highest response among those
produced by the detector when the 999 fake watermarks are
tested). The detector response remains above the threshold until
a compression ratio of 50 (corresponding to a quality factor of
about 8%) is reached. The second highest detector response al-
ways stays below the threshold: the imposedis, in fact, ex-
tremely low with respect to the number of tested water-
marks.

The robustness of the proposed technique against
DWT-based compression was also tested by using the
SPIHT algorithm [22]. The results are plotted in Fig. 6. In this
case the detector behaves significantly better than in the JPEG
case, since a compression ratio of about 115 can be tolerated;
this could be explained by the fact that the image quality
obtained by SPIHT is higher than that obtained by JPEG at the
same compression ratio, and, thus, the watermarking signal is
better preserved by SPIHT.
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Fig. 7. Plot of the response of the correlation based detector to the embedded
watermark (diamond markers), of the threshold (square markers) and of
the second highest detector response, corresponding to decreasing cropping
dimensions.P was set to10 and 1000 marks were tested.

A. Geometric Manipulations

Robustness against geometric manipulations, e.g., resizing,
cropping, or rotation, is very important because these manipu-
lations are very common and usually do not degrade too much
the quality of the image. The problem of recovering the water-
mark after the image has been geometrically distorted is often
one of loss of synchronization; the watermark is still there but
the decoder can not recover it. Among the possible solutions to
this problem, the insertion of a synchronization pattern allowing
to recover the original image geometry is the most common one
[23], [24].

Image cropping deserves a separate discussion, both because
of its importance (is one of the most common, usually non mali-
cious, operations that can be applied to an image) and because it
presents some peculiarities that make it different from the other
geometric distortions. Two different problems must be coped
with when considering cropping: loss of synchronization and
loss of information. Synchronization problems derive from the
fact that, due to cropping, the image space origin is shifted. To
cope with this shift, we have to look for the watermark by con-
sidering all possible horizontal and vertical shifts. This may be a
computationally expensive solution, however, since our detector
is based on the correlation between the watermark and the host
DWT coefficients, the exhaustive search can be performed effi-
ciently through FFT computation [25]. As to the loss of infor-
mation, it must be noted that when the image is cropped, part
of or all the watermark information is discarded. It is necessary,
then, that the watermark is spread all over the image, and that
any image subpart contains enough detail to allow the water-
mark recovery.

Our experiments on cropping mainly aimed at evaluating the
resilience of the watermark against the loss of information due
to the removal of part of the image, thus witnessing the ability
of the decoder to reveal the presence of the watermark even by
analyzing a very small subpart of the watermarked image. The
results we obtained (see Fig. 7) are quite impressive, since they
demonstrate the excellent robustness of the proposed algorithm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Watermarked image “Lena” after animplodedistortion and (b) the
corresponding detector response to 1000 different watermarking codes (among
them the embedded one).P was set to10 .

with respect to cropping. It is, in fact, possible to correctly de-
tect the watermark also when the cropped portion has a size of

pixels. A possible explanation for these excellent results
is that, thanks to the suitability of DWT to model the HVS char-
acteristics, high energy and thus very robust watermarks can be
effectively hidden within the images.

The possibility of recovering the watermark even from a very
small image subpart has some important consequences. Let us
consider, for example, the result reported in Fig. 8, where the ef-
fect of a morphing attack is depicted. Very often, such an attack
compromises watermark detection, since watermark synchro-
nization is lost; on the contrary, here, as long as at least a small
region of the image is left unchanged, the decoder can detect
the watermark presence. Even more interestingly, the recovery
of the watermark from small subimages can enable the water-
marking of separate image objects, to deal, for example, with
object-oriented image and video coding standards (e.g., JPEG
2000, MPEG4) [26]. Suppose each object is watermarked sep-
arately, and suppose that objects stemming from different doc-
uments are put together to compose a new image. If the wa-
termark decoder does not know which objects have been used
to build the new image, and if we assume that synchronization
problems can be overcome through exhaustive searching in the
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TABLE III
EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCES OF THEPROPOSEDMETHOD AGAINST

THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY LETTING w (i; j) VARY ONLY WITH �,
AND BY MAKING IT DEPEND ON THELOCAL SUBBAND VARIANCE, EQ.

(19). IN THE CASE OFJPEGOR SPIHT COMPRESSION, THE MAXIMUM

COMPRESSIONRATIO THE WATERMARK SURVIVED TO IS SHOWN, WHEREAS

FOR CROPPING THEMINIMUM SIZE OF THE CROPPEDAREA WHERE

THE WATERMARK IS FOUND IS INDICATED

FFT domain, the decoder can still recover the watermark of any
single object by looking for it in the whole image, due to its
ability of detecting a watermark as soon as a small image sub-
part contains it.

B. Comparisons with Other Wavelet-Based Algorithms

To give a final assessment of the validity of our new wa-
termarking algorithm, some comparisons were performed with
other algorithms operating in the wavelet domain. Since the
main novelty of our approach resides in the way the HVS char-
acteristics are exploited to hide the watermark, comparisons
were carried out by changing the way the watermark sequence is
weighted before adding it to DWT coefficients, i.e., by changing
the way is calculated. All the other details are left un-
changed. In particular, for each method the maximumstill
granting invisibility was used, as in Table I. We tested our algo-
rithm against the results obtained by letting vary only
with , i.e., by using a constant watermark weigh for each sub-
band, and by making it depend on the local subband variance as
in (19). Several kinds of attacks were carried out, and for each
of them the maximum attack strength the watermark can sur-
vive was measured. The results we obtained on the Lena image
are given in Table III. As it can be noted, the proposed method
outperforms conventional techniques, particularly in the case of
lossy compression, thus supporting for the major effectiveness
of our approach in adapting the watermarking signal strength to
the perceptual image content.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel algorithm for image watermarking has
been presented. The algorithm embeds the watermark code by
modifying the DWT coefficients of the image, and exploits a
model derived from image compression techniques for adapting
the watermark strength to the characteristics of the HVS.

The performances of the novel algorithm are very good, ex-
perimental results, in fact, supported the suitability of DWT
watermarking schemes for robustly hiding watermarks into im-
ages. In particular, the behavior of the watermark detector with

respect to image cropping was surprisingly good. As a matter
of fact, DWT schemes do not spread the watermark all over the
image (as, for example, the methods based on full-frame DCT
[1], [27] do), but, thanks to the similarity of DWT decompo-
sition to the models of HVS, the watermarking energy can be
kept so high that even a small portion of the image is sufficient
to correctly guess the embedded code.
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